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Product Installation Sheet
Signature Laying Pattern

2 Colour

1 module =
A Right Tile (1 off)
B Left Tile (1 off)
A Right Tile (1 off)
B Left Tile (1 off)

DC160
A Basilica Salt - AR0SBS12
B Basilica Shell - AR0SBS41

3 Colour

1 module =
A Right Tile (1 off)
B Right Tile (1 off)
C Right Tile (1 off)
A Left Tile (1 off)
B Right Tile (1 off)
C Left Tile (1 off)

DC354
A Modernist Lintel - AR0AMN31
B Stucco Indigo - AR0AUC91
C Modernist Spire - AR0AMN38

DC355
A Aspen Oak - AR0W8310
B White Wash Wood - AR0W7680
C Verbier Oak - AR0W8320

DC356
A Encaustic Umber - AR0AEN44
B Stucco Cave - AR0AUC13
C Kura Anise - AR0SKU39

DC357
A Tempus Echo - AR0STE13
B Tempus Embrace - AR0STE30
C Tempus Restore - AR0STE29

DC436
A Stucco Sage - AR0AUC81
B Stucco Putty - AR0AUC30
C Modernist Frame - AR0AMN30

DC437
A Tempus Restore - AR0STE29
B Stucco Putty - AR0AUC30
C Kura Anise - AR0SKU39

DC438
A Brushed Oak - AR0W7910
B Rotterdam Oak - AR0W8440
C Bordeaux Oak - AR0W8450

4 Colour

1 module =
A Right Tile (1 off)
B Right Tile (0 off)
C Right Tile (2 off)
D Right Tile (1 off)
A Left Tile (2 off)
B Left Tile (1 off)
C Left Tile (1 off)
D Left Tile (0 off)

DC164
A Kura Kala - AR0SKU31
B Kura Cassia AR0SKU41
C Kura Caraway AR0SKU38
D Kura Anise AR0SKU39

228.6mm

4672mm
Product Installation Sheet

Signature Laying Pattern

3 Colour

1 module =
24 individual components in 3 colours
76 x 229mm

Product A       | Product B       | Product C

A1, A3, A5, A7   | B1, B3, B5, B7  | C1, C3, C5, C7
A2, A4, A6, A8   | B2, B4, B6, B8  | C2, C4, C6, C8
Product Installation Sheet
Signature Laying Pattern

3 Colour

1 module =
24 individual components in 3 colours
152.4 x 457.2mm

Product A

Product B

Product C

Aspekt Small

DC372
A Diffusion Chambray - AR0ADF39
B Diffusion Lux - AR0ADF38
C Encaustic Mineral - AR0AEN25

DC373
A Modernist Spire - AR0AMN38
B Diffusion Chambray - AR0ADF39
C Modernist Vault - AR0AMN13

DC374
A Stucco Quartz - AR0AUC15
B Stucco Putty - AR0AUC30
C Stucco Hay - AR0AUC17

DC375
A Stucco Putty - AR0AUC30
B Stucco Flax - AR0AUC39
C Stucco Clay - AR0AUC47

amtico flooring
Product Installation Sheet
Signature Laying Pattern

3 Colour

1 module =
24 individual components in 3 colours
2921 x 889.0mm

Product A  Product B  Product C

DC376  A Modernist Lintel - AR0AMN31  B Stucco Quartz - AR0AUC15  C Stucco Clay - AR0AUC47
DC377  A Stucco Putty - AR0AUC30  B Modernist Frame - AR0AMN30  C Stucco Pebble - AR0AUC38
DC378  A Diffusion Lux - AR0ADF38  B Modernist Lintel - AR0AMW31  C Diffusion Chambray - AR0ADF39
DC379  A Tempus Soothe - AR0STE31  B Tempus Echo - AR0STE13  C Tempus Embrace - AR0STE30
DC380  A Stucco Putty - AR0AUC30  B Diffusion Charcoal - AR0ADF13  C Patina Vapour - AR0APT31
DC381  A Kura Juniper - AR0SKU42  B Kura Anise - AR0SKU39  C Kura Cassia - AR0SKU41
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Basket Weave

1 Colour

DC101
A, B, Parisian Pine - AR0W7860

DC427
A, B, Bordeaux Oak - AR0W8450

DC331
A, B, Sanctuary Grain - AR0W8270

DC428
A, B, Varnished Oak - AR0W7840

2 Colour

DC429
A Cornish Oak - AR0W8150
B York Oak - AR0W8160

DC332
A Stucco Putty - AR0AUC30
B Nomad Oak - AR0W8140

4 Colour

DC106
A Stria Ash - AR0SMS13
B White Wash Wood - AR0W7680
C Harbour Pine - AR0W7990
D Aged Oak - AR0W7710

DC333
A Stucco Putty - AR0AUC30
B White wash wood - AR0W7680
C Versailles Oak - AR0W8460
D Verbier Oak - AR0W8320

1 module 4 colour =
A 114.3mm x 114.3mm Tile (3 off)
B 76.2mm x 304.8mm Plank (1 off)
C 76.2mm x 304.8mm Plank (1 off)
D 76.2mm x 304.8mm Plank (1 off)

DC106

DC333

1 module for Both 1 & 2 colour =
A 114.3mm x 114.3mm Tile
B 76.2mm x 304.8mm Plank
1 Colour - Block Parquet Pave

DC409
A Manor Oak - AR0W7970

DC410
A Aspen Oak - AR0W8310

1 module = (2 off)
A 114.3mm x 228.6mm small Tile

1 Colour - Block Parquet

DC411
A Dockland Oak - AR0W8350

DC412
A Tempus Embrace - AROSTE30

1 module = (3 off each)
A 114.3mm x 228.6mm small Tile

1 Colour - Block Parquet Weave

DC413
A Aged Oak - AR0W7710

DC414
A Chateau Oak - AR0W7980

A A

A
A
Product Installation Sheet

Designers’ Choice

1 Colour

1 Module =
A1 Polygon Tile (1 off)
A2 Angle Cut Tile (1 off)
A3 Angle Cut Tile (1 off)

Supplied as a set of loose tile parts, the layout is to be formed on site using this tile set.

DC318
A Alpine Oak - AR0W8330
DC266
A White Wash Wood - AR0W7680
DC268
A French Oak - AR0W7830
DC317
A Farmhouse Oak - AR0W7630
DC320
A Versailles Oak - AR0W8460
DC316
A Bordeaux Oak - AR0W8450
DC319
A Dockland Oak - AR0W8350
Product Installation Sheet
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2 Colour

DC301
A Composit Calcium - AR0SGNII
B Graphite Slate - AR0SSL23

DC302
A Kura Kala - AR0SKU31
B Kura Opium - AR0SKU49

DC311
A Pure Plain White - AR0APN11
B Pure Plain Black - AR0APN22

DC364
A Stucco Quartz - AR0AUC15
B Stucco Indigo - AR0AUC91

DC365
A Encaustic Kyanite - AR0AEN83
B Diffusion Lux - AR0ADF38

DC366
A Kura Cassia - AR0SKU41
B Encaustic Umber - AR0EN44

DC440
A Stucco Putty - AR0AUC30
B Modernist Frame - AR0AMN30

1 Module= (1 off each)
A 152.4 x 152.4mm tile
B 152.4 x 152.4mm tile

3 Colour

DC367
A Diffusion Charcoal - AR0ADF13
B Stucco Putty - AR0AUC30
C Kura Caraway - AR0SKU38

DC303
A Kura Caraway - AR0SKU38
B Basilica Shell - AR0SBS41
C Basilica Salt - AR0SBS12

DC304
A Graphite Slate - AR0SSL23
B Basilica Salt - AR0SBS12
C Kura Caraway - AR0SKU38

1 Module= (1 off each)
A 152.4 x 152.4mm tile
B 152.4 x 152.4mm tile
C 152.4 x 152.4mm tile
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4 Colour

DC392
A Diffusion Chambray - AR0ADF39
B Modernist Spire - AR0AMN38
C Stucco Flax - AR0AUC39
D Diffusion Lux - AR0ADF38

DC393
A Stucco Indigo - AR0AUC91
B Stucco Clay - AR0AUC47
C Modernist Vault - AR0AMN13
D Stucco Quartz - AR0AUC15

DC394
A Modernist Lintel - AR0AMN31
B Stucco Pebble - AR0AUC38
C Encaustic Kyanite - AR0AEN83
D Stucco Putty - AR0AUC30

DC395
A Tempus Embrace - AR0STE30
B Tempus Harmony - AR0STE41
C Tempus Pause - AR0STE37
D Tempus Soothe - AR0STE31

DC396
A Tempus Echo - AR0STE13
B Tempus Restore - AR0STE29
C Graphite Slate - AR0SSL23
D Basilica Salt - AR0SBS12

DC391
A Encaustic Mineral - AR0AEN25
B Stucco Embrace - AR0STE30
C Kura Anise - AR0SKU39
D Tempus Soothe - AR0STE31

Product A

A1
A2
A3
A4

(3 off)
(1 off)
(1 off)
(1 off)

Product B

B1
B2
B3
B4
B5

(2 off)
(1 off)
(1 off)
(1 off)
(1 off)

Product C

C1
C2

(2 off)
(4 off)

Product D

D1
D2
D3
D4

(2 off)
(2 off)
(4 off)
(2 off)
**Product Installation Sheet**

**Signature Laying Pattern**

**Large Flagstone Laying Pattern - 1 Colour with Stripping**

**DC203**
A Kura Anise - AR0SKU39  
B Kura Kala (Stripping) - AR0SKU31

**DC349**
A Modernist Spire - AR0AMN38  
B Stria Volcanic (Stripping) - AR0SMS42

**DC350**
A Stucco Putty - AR0AUC30  
B Tempus Restore (Stripping) - AR0STE29

**DC351**
A Tempus Restore - AR0STE29  
B Stria Volcanic (Stripping) - AR0SMS42

1 module Small & Large Stripping =  
(1 off each)

3.2mm x 304.8mm Strips  
3.2mm x 612.8mm Strips  
3.2mm x 463.6mm Strips

1 module Small & Large =  
(1 off each)

**Small Flagstone Laying Pattern - 1 Colour with Stripping**

**DC434**
A Mirabelle Créme - AR0SMB09  
B Stria Basalt – AR0SMS43

**DC435**
A Welsh Slate - AR0SSL21  
B Basilica Salt - AR0SBS12

1 module Small & Large =  
(1 off each)

A 101.6mm x 101.6mm small Tile Straight Grain  
B 152.4mm x 152.4mm large Tile Straight Grain

A 101.6mm x 203.2mm small Tile Cross Grain  
B 152.4mm x 304.8mm large Tile Cross Grain

A 203.2mm x 203.2mm small Tile Straight Grain  
B 304.8mm x 304.8mm large Tile Straight Grain

A 101.6mm x 304.8mm small Tile Straight Grain  
B 152.4mm x 457.2mm large Tile Straight Grain

A 203.2mm x 304.8mm small Tile Cross Grain  
B 304.8mm x 457.2mm large Tile Cross Grain

A 203.2mm x 304.8mm small Tile Straight Grain  
B 304.8mm x 457.2mm large Tile Straight Grain

A 203.2mm x 457.2mm small Tile Cross Grain  
B 457.2mm x 457.2mm large Tile Cross Grain
Product Installation Sheet
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Small Frame Laying Pattern
- 4 Colour with Stripping

**DC403**
A  Encaustic Umber - AR0AEN44  
B  Modernist Frame - AR0AMN30  
C  Encaustic Mineral - AR0AEN25  
D  Stucco Putty - AR0AUC30  
E  Tempus Echo (stripping) - AR0STE13

**DC404**
A  Modernist Vault - AR0AMN13  
B  Modernist Spire - AR0AMN38  
C  Modernist Lintel - AR0AMN31  
D  Modernist Atrium - AR0AMN81  
E  Modernist Vault (stripping) - AR0AMN13

**DC454**
A  Stucco Putty - AR0AUC30  
B  Basilica Shell - AR0SBS41  
C  Kura Caraway - AR0SKU38  
D  Modernist Frame - AR0AMN30  
E  Cirrus Air (stripping) - AR0W8100

3mm Stripping in between each tile (supplied in full length strips to allow on site cutting)

1 carton of stripping is required for every 3.4 SQ M of the design
1 Colour with Stripping

**DC405**
A Tempus Embrace - AR0STE30
B Modernist Frame (stripping) - AR0AMN30

3 Colour with Stripping

**DC407**
A Tempus Soothe - AR0STE31
B Tempus Harmony - AR0STE41
C Tempus Embrace - AR0STE30
D Tempus Soothe (stripping) - AR0STE31

**DC408**
A Modernist Spire - AR0AMN38
B Modernist Lintel - AR0AMN31
C Modernist Vault - AR0AMN13
D Modernist Vault (stripping) - AR0AMN13

**Product D (stripping)**
1 carton of stripping is required for every 6.8 SQ M of the design
French Weave

Product Installation Sheet
Designers’ Choice

1 Colour

DC324
A Manor Oak - AR0W7970
DC321
A Toulouse Oak - AR0W8430
DC323
A Tranquil Grain - AR0W8300
DC277
A Brushed Oak - AR0W7910
DC322
A Verbier Oak - AR0W8320

Installation instructions also apply to endless possibility
code EP272

1 Module =
A1 Half Tile (4 off)
A2 Mitred Part (4 off)
A3 Mitred Part (4 off)
A4 Double Mitred (4 off)

Supplied as a set of loose tile parts, the layout is to be formed on site using this tile set.
Fusion Parquet

Product Installation Sheet
Signature Laying Pattern

3 Colour

DC388
A Tempus Soothe - AR0STE31
B Tempus Harmony - AR0STE41
C Tempus Pause - AR0STE37

DC389
A Solar Pine - AR0W8240
B Lunar Pine - AR0W8260
C Halo Pine - AR0W8250

DC390
A Trace Kaolin - AR0W8390
B Trace Raku - AR0W8420
C Trace Scree - AR0W8400

1 module =
A 114mm x 457mm plank tile (1 off)
B 50.8mm x 457mm plank tile (1 off)
C 25.4mm x 457mm plank tile (1 off)
Product Installation Sheet
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1 Colour

DC421
A Aged Oak - AR0W7710

DC422
A Aspen Oak - AR0W8310

DC423
A Rotterdam Oak - AR0W8440

DC424
A Sanctuary Grain - AR0W8270

DC425
A Reclaimed Oak - AR0W7870

DC426
A Industrial Oak - AR0W8340

A1 = 152.4 x 914.4mm tile (1 off)
A2 = 152.4 x 914.4mm tile (1 off)
Product Installation Sheet
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Mini Key stone Laying Pattern - 2 Colour

A Composite Calcium - AR0SGN11
B Graphite Slate - AR0SSL23 (key)

DC305

A Graphite Slate - AR0SSL23
B Composite Calcium - AR0SGN11

DC306

A Mirabelle Crème - AR0SMB14
B Stria Basalt - AR0SMS43

DC308

A Tempus Soothe - AR0STE31
B Stucco Pebble - AR0AUC38

DC368

A Stucco Quartz - AR0AUC15
B Stucco Flax - AR0AUC39

DC369

A Kura Kala - AR0SKU31
B Modernist Frame - AR0AMN30

DC370

A Encaustic Jasper - AR0AEN45
B Diffusion Charcoal - AR0ADF13

DC371

A Pure Plain White - AR0APN11
B Pure Plain Black - AR0APN22

A 304.8mm x 304.8mm 4 clip corner Tile (1 off)
B 50.8mm x 50.8mm Key Square Tile (1 off)

1 module for Small 2 colour =

A 304.8mm x 304.8mm 4 clip corner Tile
B 50.8mm x 50.8mm Key Square Tile

1 module for Mini 2 colour =

A 152.4mm x 152.4mm 4 clip corner Tile (1 off)
B 50.8mm x 50.8mm Key Square Tile (1 off)

Small Key stone Laying Pattern - 2 Colour

DC216

A Composite Calcium - AR0SGN11
B Graphite Slate - AR0SSL23 (key)

A Basilica Salt - AR0SBS12
B Kura Opium - AR0SKU49
C Kura Caraway - AR0SKU38 (key)

DC309

A Encaustic Jasper - AR0AEN45
B Stucco Quartz - AR0AUC15
C Graphite Slate - AR0SSL23 (key)

DC310

Mini Key stone Laying Pattern - 3 Colour

A Kura Anise - AR0SKU39
B Kura Opium - AR0SKU49
C Kura Caraway - AR0SKU38 (key)

DC371
Product Installation Sheet
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3 Colour

DC461
A Stucco Putty - AR0AUC30
B Modernist Frame - AR0AMN30 (key)
C Encaustic Kyanite - AR0AEN83

DC462
A Stucco Clay - AR0AUC47
B Stucco Putty - AR0AUC30 (key)
C Stucco Quartz - AR0AUC15

DC463
A Modernist Lintel - AR0AMN31
B Modernist Spire - AR0AMN38 (key)
C Diffusion Lux - AR0ADF38

DC464
A Tempus Echo - AR0STE13
B Tempus Pause - AR0STE37 (key)
C Tempus Soothe - AR0STE31

DC465
A Stucco Flax - AR0AUC39
B Stucco Cave - AR0AUC13 (key)
C Stucco Quartz - AR0AUC15

DC466
A Encaustic Calcite - AR0AEN11
B Tempus Harmony - AR0STE41 (key)
C Encaustic Umber - AR0AEN44

1 module =
A 228.6mm x 114.3mm Tile (1 off)
B 80.77mm x 80.77mm Tile (1 off)
C 228.6mm x 114.3mm Tile (1 off)
Product Installation Sheet
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DC325
A Basilica Salt - AR0SBS12
B Basilica Shell - AR0SBS41
C Kura Caraway - AR0SKU38

DC326
A Basilica Salt - AR0SBS12
B Kura Caraway - AR0SKU38
C Graphite Slate - AR0SSL23

DC327
A Modernist Spire - AR0AMN38
B Diffusion Lux - AR0ADF38
C Modernist Lintel - AR0AMN31

DC328
A Modernist Frame - AR0AMN30
B Stucco Clay - AR0AUC47
C Stucco Quartz - AR0AUC15

DC329
A Stucco Indigo - AR0AUC91
B Stucco Flax - AR0AUC39
C Modernist Vault - AR0AMN13

DC330
A Diffusion Charcoal - AR0ADF13
B Encaustic Umber - AR0AEN44
C Modernist Frame - AR0AMN30

Creative possibilities
Product Installation Sheet

Signature Laying Pattern

1 Colour

DC337
A Aged Oak - AR0W7710

DC338
A Pacific Grain - AR0W8280

DC339
A Alpine Oak - AR0W8330

1 module 1 Colour =
A 76.2mm x 228.6mm

2 Colour

DC 110
A White Wash Wood - AR0W7680
B Limed Grey Wood - AR0W7670

1 module 2 Colour =
A 76.2mm x 228.6mm (4 off)
B 76.2mm x 228.6mm (1 off)

3 Colour

DC431
A York Oak - AR0W8160
B Varnished Oak - AR0W7840
C Rotterdam Oak - AR0W8440

DC 112
A Worn Oak - AR0W7390
B Brushed Oak - AR0W7910
C Fumed Oak - AR0W7900

1 module 3 Colour =
A 76.2mm x 228.6mm (3 off)
B 76.2mm x 228.6mm (1 off)
C 76.2mm x 228.6mm (1 off)

76.2mm x 228.6mm Tile
**Product Installation Sheet**

**Signature Laying Pattern**

### 1 Colour

**DC107**
- A Ink Wash Wood - AR0W8230

**DC430**
- A York Oak - AR0W8160

**DC467**
- A Bordeaux Oak - AR0W8450

**DC334**
- A Union Oak - AR0W8370

1 module =
- A 114mm x 457mm Tile

### 1 Colour with Stripping

**DC335**
- A Tempus Harmony - AR0STE41
- B Tempus Embrace - AR0STE30 (stripping)

**DC336**
- A Graphite Slate - AR0SSL23
- B Cirrus Air - AR0W8100 (stripping)

1 module with Stripping =
- A 114mm x 457mm blockwood (1 off)
- B Plus cartons of 3175mm x 914mm each carton of Strips will cover 3 m² in this design tile.
## Passo Mini Laying Pattern - 3 Colour

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product A</th>
<th>(2 off)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DC453</td>
<td>A Stucco Quartz - AR0AUC15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B Encaustic Calcite - AR0AEN11</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C Kura Cassia - AR0SKU41</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product B</td>
<td>(1 off)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC402</td>
<td>A Stucco Indigo - AR0AUC91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B Stucco Putty - AR0AUC30</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C Tempus Pause - AR0STE37</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product C</td>
<td>(1 off)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC401</td>
<td>A Stucco Putty - AR0AUC30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B Kura Caraway - AR0SKU38</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C Modernist Frame - AR0AMN30</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product A</td>
<td>(2 off)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC399</td>
<td>A Modernist Spire - AR0AMN38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B Modernist Lintel - AR0AMN31</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C Tempus Pause - AR0STE37</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product B</td>
<td>(1 off)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC400</td>
<td>A Modernist Spire - AR0AMN38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B Stucco Putty - AR0AUC30</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C Encaustic Kyanite - AR0AEN83</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Dimensions
- Product A: 152.4mm x 101.6mm
- Product B: 152.4mm x 38.1mm
- Product C: 152.4mm x 38.1mm

## Passo Small Laying Pattern - 3 Colour

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product A</th>
<th>(2 off)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DC450</td>
<td>A Tempus Soothe - AR0STE31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B Tempus Embrace - AR0STE30</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C Stucco Quartz - AR0AUC15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product B</td>
<td>(1 off)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC451</td>
<td>A Tempus Harmony - AR0STE41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B Modernist Frame - AR0AMN30</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C Encaustic Mineral - AR0AEN25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product C</td>
<td>(1 off)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC398</td>
<td>A Stucco Putty - AR0AUC30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B Stucco Hay - AR0AUC17</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C Stucco Quartz - AR0AUC15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product A</td>
<td>(2 off)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC452</td>
<td>A Composite Calcium - AR0SGN11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B Graphite Slate - AR0SSL23</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C Tempus Echo - AR0STE13</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product B</td>
<td>(1 off)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC397</td>
<td>A Diffusion Lux - AR0ADF38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B Diffusion Chambray - AR0ADF39</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C Stucco Flax - AR0AUC39</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Dimensions
- Product A: 228.6mm x 152.4mm
- Product B: 228.6mm x 50.8mm
- Product C: 228.6mm x 50.8mm
Product Installation Sheet
Signature Laying Pattern

1 Colour

DC126
A Cornish Oak - AR0W8150

DC209
A White Wash Wood - AR0W7680

DC215
A Script Maple Silver - AR0W8120

DC343
A Tranquil Grain - AR0W8300

3 Colour

DC344
A Diffusion Chambray - AR0ADF39
B Modernist Lintel - AR0AMN31
C Modernist Spire - AR0AMN38

DC345
A Modernist Spire - AR0AMN38
B Modernist Lintel - AR0AMN31
C Modernist Vault - AR0AMN13

DC346
A Tempus Soothe - AR0STE31
B Tempus Embrace - AR0STE30
C Tempus Pause - AR0STE37

5 Colour

DC348
A Kura Juniper - AR0SKU42
B Trace Petrify - AR0W8410
C Trace Raku - AR0W8420
D Trace Ferric - AR0W8380
E Encaustic Kyanite - AR0AEN83

DC347
A Encaustic Umber - AR0AEN44
B Stucco Quartz - AR0AUC15
C Stucco Clay - AR0AUC47
D Stucco Flax - AR0AUC39
E Tempus Pause - AR0STE37

1 and 3 modules =
Equal amounts of each left/right
114.3mm x 457.2mm (13 off each 1m² box).

5 module =
A, B, C, D, E, 114.3mm x 4572mm right (1 off)
A, B, C, D, E, 114.3mm x 4572mm left (1 off)

DC433
A Reclaimed Oak - AR0W8190
B Pier Oak - AR0W789
C Harbour Pine - AR0W799
D Pilgrim Oak - AR0W813
E Aged Oak - AR0W771
Product Installation Sheet

Signature Laying Pattern

3 Colour

**DC175**
A Kura Cassia - AR0SKU41
B Kura Anise - AR0SKU39 (key)
C Kura Juniper - AR0SKU42

*Key for DC175 is B*

**DC358**
A Tempus Soothe - AR0STE31
B Tempus Pause - AR0STE37
C Tempus Embrace - AR0STE30 (key)

**DC359**
A Modernist Lintel - AR0AMN31
B Modernist Spire - AR0AMN38
C Modernist Vault - AR0AMN13 (key)

**DC360**
A Encaustic Umber - AR0AEN44
B Tempus Restore - AR0STE29
C Kura Kala - AR0SKU31 (key)

1 module =
A 863.6mm x 431.8mm Tile (1 off)
B 304.8mm x 304.8mm Tile (1 off)
C 863.6mm x 431.8mm Tile (1 off)
Product Installation Sheet
Signature Laying Pattern

1 Colour with Stripping

1 module with Stripping =
A 304.8mm x 4572mm Tile (1 off)
A 228.6mm x 4572mm Tile (1 off)
A 152.4mm x 4572mm Tile (1 off)
B1 3.2mm x 914mm Strip (1.5 off)
B2 3.2mm x 304.8mm Strip (1 off)
B3 3.2mm x 228.6mm Strip (1 off)
B4 3.2mm x 152.4mm (1 off)
Product Installation Sheet

Signature Laying Pattern

1 Colour

A1 = 76.2 x 609.6mm Part tile (1off)
A2 = 76.2 x 609.6mm Part tile (1off)

DC415
A Lime Washed Wood - AR0W7660

DC416
A York Oak - AR0W8160

DC417
A Parisian Pine - AR0W7860

DC418
A Chateau Oak - AR0W7980

DC419
A Toulouse Oak - AR0W8430

DC420
A Aurora Grain - AR0W8290
Product Installation Sheet
Signature Laying Pattern

1 Colour with Stripping

DC147
A Cadence Aeria - AR0SPB31
B Cadence Montis Stripping - AR0SPB22

1 module 1 colour =
A 457.2mm x 457.2mm Tile (1 off)
B 228.6mm x 457.2mm Tile (1 off)
C 152.4mm x 457.2mm Tile (1 off)
B1 3.2mm x 457.2mm Strip (3 off)
B2 3.2mm x 914.4mm Strip (1 off)

Start your design layout using this initial tile configuration

Temporary Location tiles only

2 Colour

DC352
A Stucco Putty - AR0AUC30
B Modernist Frame - AR0AMN30

DC353
A Tempus Soothe - AR0STE31
B Tempus Embrace - AR0STE30

1 module 2 colour =
A 457.2mm x 457.2mm Tile (1 off)
B 457.2mm x 457.2mm Tile (1 off)
A 228.6mm x 457.2mm Tile (1 off)
B 228.6mm x 457.2mm Tile (1 off)
A 152.4mm x 457.2mm Tile (1 off)
B 152.4mm x 457.2mm Tile (1 off)
Product Installation Sheet
Signature Laying Pattern

3 Colour

DC382
A Stucco Quartz - AR0AUC15
B Modernist Spire - AR0AMN38
C Encaustic Mineral - AR0AEN25

DC383
A Tempus Soothe - AR0STE31
B Tempus Echo - AR0STE13
C Tempus Restore - AR0STE29

DC384
A Stucco Putty - AR0AUC30
B Encaustic Umber - AR0AEN44
C Modernist Frame - AR0AMN30

DC385
A Stucco Flax - AR0AUC39
B Stucco Indigo - AR0AUC91
C Tempus Soothe - AR0STE31

DC386
A Modernist Spire - AR0AMN38
B Modernist Lintel - AR0AMN31
C Diffusion Lux - AR0ADF38

DC387
A Diffusion Lux - AR0ADF38
B Encaustic Kyanite - AR0AEN83
C Modernist Lintel - AR0AMN31

A 114.3mm x 457.2mm Tile
B 50.8mm x 457.2mm Tile
C 25.4mm x 457.2mm Tile

1 module =
A 114.3mm x 457.2mm plank tile (1 off)
B 50.8 x 457.2mm plank tile (1 off)
C 25.4mm x 457.2mm plank tile (1 off)
**1 Colour**

DC119
A, B, Quill Gesso - AR0W8060

DC122
A, B, Brushed Oak - AR0W7910

DC340
A, B, Toulouse Oak - AR0W8430

DC341
A, B, Pearl Wash Wood - AR0W8220

**2 Colour**

DC124
A Glint Void - AR0AGG22
B Glint Orb - AR0AGG11

DC342
A Tempus Echo - AR0STE13
B Tempus Soothe - AR0STE31

DC432
A Tempus Soothe - AR0STE31
B Tempus Embrace - AR0STE30

1 module for Both 1 & 2 colour =
A 228.6mm x 228.6mm (1 off)
A 323mm x 107mm Special Elongon Tile (1 off)
B 152.1mm x 152.1mm Special Triangular Tile (2 off)
Décor DC257

- All 2.5mm gauge bevelled
- Two products only
- White
- Graphite Slate

**Tile A**

- The Victorian layout supplied as a 12” x 12” assembled module
- Including outer B & C parts

**Corner Square B**

**Edge Tile C**

Always use Amtico adhesives to install Décor, use Amtico SF or HT Extra as required

Décor Border DC257B

- Bevelled Décor border
- (16 inner diamonds per length)

Décor Corner DC257C

- Bevelled Décor corner
- (0.375” outer frame strip)

The outer strips of the border need to be mitred on site and then the corner piece inserted
Décor DC258

All 2.5mm gauge bevelled. Five products only.

Mirabelle Creme
Graphite Slate
Sky
Blue
Grey

Tile A

The Victorian layout supplied as a 12" x 12" assembled module. Including outer B & C parts

Corner Square B

Edge Tile C

Always use Amtico adhesives to install Décor, use Amtico SF or HT Extra as required

Décor Border DC258B

Bevelled Décor border (16 inner diamonds per length)

Décor Corner DC258C

Bevelled Décor corner (0.375" outer frame strip)

The outer strips of the border need to be mitred on site and then the corner piece inserted
Décor DC259

All 2.5mm gauge bevelled.
Five products only.

Tan
Graphite Slate
Mirabelle Creme
Blue
Brown

Tile A

The Victorian layout supplied as a 12" x 12" assembled module.
Including outer B & C parts

Corner Square B

12"

Edge Tile C

Always use Amtico adhesives to install Décor, use Amtico SF or HT Extra as required

Décor Border DC259B

Bevelled Décor border
(16 inner diamonds per length)

Décor Corner DC259C

Bevelled Décor corner
(0.375" outer frame strip)

The outer strips of the border need to be mitred on site and then the corner piece inserted
Décor DC313

All 2.5mm gauge bevelled.

Black
White

The Victorian layout supplied as a 12" x 12" assembled module.

A = PN11
B = PN22

Border and corner for this pattern must be ordered separately.
Décor DC314

All 2.5mm gauge bevelled.
Two products only.

Light (A) = PN11
Dark (B) = SL23

1 module = 0.1858 SQ M
(A) 12" x 12" Assembled Tile (1 off)
(2.5mm gauge bevelled)
(B) 12" x 12" Assembled Tile (1 off)
(2.5mm gauge bevelled)

Border and corner for this pattern must be ordered separately.
Décor DC294

All 2.5mm gauge bevelled. Three products only.

Onyx Marble
Kura Caraway
Stria Volcanic

Tile A

The Victorian layout supplied as a 12” x 12” assembled module. Including outer A & B parts

Corner Square B

Edge Tile C

Décor Classic DC296B Marble Border

Bevelled Décor Classic Marble border (16 inner diamonds per length)

Marble Corner DC296C

Bevelled Marble corner (0.375” outer frame strip)

The outer strips of the border need to be mitred on site and then the corner piece inserted.
Décor DC295

All 2.5mm gauge bevelled. Three products only.

Onyx Marble
Kura Caraway
Stria Volcanic

The Victorian layout supplied as a 12" x 12" assembled module.

Marble Corner DC296C

Bevelled Marble corner (0.375" outer frame strip)

The outer strips of the border need to be mitred on site and then the corner piece inserted.

Décor Classic DC296B Marble Border

Bevelled Décor Classic Marble border (16 inner diamonds per length)
Product Installation Sheet
Signature Laying Pattern

1 Colour with stripping

DC 297
A Onyx Marble - OM3
B Stria Volcanic (Stripping) MS42

Must be laid with stripping

1 module 1 colour with stripping =
A 76.2mm x 915mm tiles (1 off)

A 76.2mm x 915mm Tile

B 3mm x 76mm Strips

B 3mm x 914mm Strips
Product Installation Sheet
Signature Laying Pattern

1 Colour

DC 298
A Onyx Marble - OM3

1 module 1 Colour =
A 76.2mm x 228.6mm (1 off)

A 76.2mm x 228.6mm Tile
Product Installation Sheet
Signature Laying Pattern

Décor DC260

All 25mm gauge bevelled. Two products only.

Glint Orb
Mink

Tile A

The Victorian layout supplied as two 9” x 9” assembled modules.

Tile B

Always use Amtico adhesives to install Décor, use Amtico SF or HT Extra as required

Décor Border DC260B

Bevelled Décor border (6 Blocks per length)
**Décor DC261**

All 25mm gauge bevelled. Two products only.

- Mirabelle Creme Grey

**Tile A**

The Victorian layout supplied as two 9” x 9” assembled modules.

**Tile B**

Always use Amtico adhesives to install Décor, use Amtico SF or HT Extra as required.

**Décor Border DC261B**

Bevelled Décor border (16 inner diamonds per length)

**Décor Corner DC261C**

Bevelled Décor corner (0.375” outer frame strip)

The outer strips of the border need to be mitred on site and then the corner piece inserted.
Décor DC262

All 2.5mm gauge bevelled. Two products only.

Graphite Slate Grey

Tile A

The Victorian layout supplied as two 9” x 9” assembled modules.

Tile B

Always use Amtico adhesives to install Décor, use Amtico SF or HT Extra as required

Décor Border DC262B

Bevelled Décor border (16 inner diamonds per length)

Décor Corner DC262C

Bevelled Décor corner (0.375” outer frame strip)

The outer strips of the border need to be mitred on site and then the corner piece inserted
Décor DC315

All 2.5mm gauge bevelled.
Two products only.

Light (A) = PN11
Dark (B) = SL23

- **Tile A**: 9" x 9" Assembled Module (1 off)
  - (2.5mm gauge bevelled)
- **Tile B**: 9" x 9" Assembled Module (4 off)
  - (2.5mm gauge bevelled)

**Geo Onyx**

- **Tile C**: 9" x 9" Assembled Module (2 off)
  - (2.5mm gauge bevelled)
- **Tile D**: 9" x 9" Assembled Module (4 off)
  - (2.5mm gauge bevelled)

342 triangle parts cut from 1 slab
144 3" x 3" squares cut from 1 slab

The Victorian layout to be supplied as four 9" x 9" assembled modules (All 2.5mm gauge bevelled)

1 module = 0.418 SQ M
  - (A) 9" x 9" Assembled Module (1 off)
    - (2.5mm gauge bevelled)
  - (B) 9" x 9" Assembled Module (4 off)
    - (2.5mm gauge bevelled)
  - (C) 9" x 9" Assembled Module (2 off)
    - (2.5mm gauge bevelled)
  - (D) 9" x 9" Assembled Module (4 off)
    - (2.5mm gauge bevelled)

Border and corner for this pattern must be ordered separately.
Decor Echo

Product Installation Sheet
Signature Laying Pattern

2 Colour

All modules are factory assembled and surface tape applied

DC455
A Stucco Flax - AR0AUC39
B Stucco Quartz - AR0AUC15

DC456
A Graphite Slate - AR0ASL23
B Marble - AR0AOM3

DC457
A Modernist Lintel - AR0MN31
B Modernist Spire - AR0MN38

DC458
A Stucco Clay - AR0AUC47
B Stucco Quartz - AR0AUC15

DC459
A Stucco Hay - AR0AUC17
B Stucco Putty - AR0AUC30

DC460
A Stucco Sage - AR0SUC81
B Modernist Atrium - AR0AMN81